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Professor Ardeshir Guran writes in a September 2012 email message to David Bushnell:
“John was from Milton, Ontario, Canada. His roots were from Friesland, Netherlands. He chose [the University
of] Waterloo because of its co-op program in engineering. He graduated from Waterloo in 1962 with a degree in
Civil Engineering. [Then he] went to University College London, UK on a commonwealth scholarship. [He]
received his PhD in 1965 (Supervisor: Prof. Henry Chilver. Later, Sir Henry Chilver, and finally Lord Henry
Chilver). After one year of postdoctoral fellowship at the University of California (San Diego) he returned to
Waterloo as an assistant professor.
John retired (along with about half of the UW Civil Dept when he was department chair), because of a very
generous retirement package. But then he learned of his diagnosis (lung cancer) shortly after that.
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